Photophysical properties of acetylene-linked syn bimane oligomers: a molecular photonic wire.
Computational studies using correlated wave function methods and density functional theory were carried out on a series of acetylene-linked bimane oligomers with particular emphasis on their excitonic properties and implications for intra-chain excitation energy transfer (EET). The low energy barriers found for the rotation of bimane subunits about the longitudinal axis are such that the π-conjugation is easily disrupted. Nevertheless, a distinctive feature of the oligomer lies in the parallel alignment of the S1 transition dipole along the longitudinal axis, which sustains electronic coupling between adjacent bimane subunits over a range of torsional angles and is crucial for driving intra-chain EET. Using a model that comprises hexameric donor and acceptor fragments, we evaluated electronic couplings and spectral overlaps, and applied Fermi's golden rule (in the weak electronic coupling regime) to approximate the lower limit of intra-chain EET in an acetylene-linked bimane photonic wire.